Respiratory response to inhaled CO2 during positive inspiratory pressure in humans.
To investigate ventilatory CO2 sensitivity during inspiratory pressure support (IPS), we administered inspiratory CO2 [fractional concn (FICO2) 0.01, 0.03, or 0.05] in eight normal subjects without (CTRL) or with (Pinsp) positive inspiratory airway pressure (5 or 10 cmH2O). At CTRL and low IPS, CO2 inhalation led to a significant increase in tidal volume (VT) with nearly identical slopes in the plot of VT vs. end-tidal PCO2. At the high IPS level, VT at FICO2 of 0 was significantly above the value at lower Pinsp and did not increase with CO2 unless FICO2 was elevated to > 0.03. There was very little effect of either Pinsp or FICO2 on respiratory frequency and respiratory timing. The data suggest that the CO2 sensitivity of ventilation is similar at low levels of IPS as during CTRL. However, at high levels of IPS, VT is determined largely by the passive inflation and, thus, independent of CO2. CO2 has to be elevated to increase the respiratory drive before VT becomes CO2 sensitive.